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2one is the density dependent part, 
D





is nite, but the latter is divergent and must be renormalized [6].



















is the longitudinal (L) component of the PI (we choose the direction of ~q as the z-axis)
and G
pE
is the proton electric form factor (EFF), which is usually parametrized by a














, in units of GeV
2
.
In RRPA the L component of the PI, 
RPA
L
, involves the sum of the ring diagrams to



















is the L dielectric function [6,7] and 
0
is the free




are respectively the scalar and the time component
of the mixed PIs. The vacuum component of the scalar PI is again divergent and we need
to renormalize it [6,7]. For the mixed PI there is no vacuum polarization and it vanishes
at zero density.
3. Nucleon structure eects
To discuss the eect of changes in the internal structure of the nucleon, we consider the
following modications to QHD-I:
1. Meson-nucleon (N) vertex form factor
Since both the mesons and nucleons are composite they have nite size. As the




), at the vertex with a
cut o parameter, 
N
= 1:5 GeV [6].
2. Modication of the proton electric form factor
We have studied the electromagnetic form factors of the nucleon in nuclear medium,
using the QMC model [8]. The main result of that calculation is that the ratio
of the EFF of the proton in medium to that in free space decreases essentially
linearly as a function of Q
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(= the normal nuclear matter
density) [6,8].
3. Density dependence of the coupling constants
In QMC the conned quark in the nucleon couples to the  eld which gives rise to
an attractive force. As a result the coupling between the  and nucleon is expected
to be reduced at nite density [5]. The coupling between the vector meson and
nucleon remains constant because it is related to the baryon number.
To study the LR of nuclear matter, we rst have to solve the nuclear ground state
within RHA [6]. To take into account the modications 1 and 3, we replace the - and























) is given by solving the nuclear matter problem
self-consistently in QMC [6]. Requiring the usual saturation condition for nuclear matter
[5], we found the coupling constants: g
2
s
(0) = 61:85 and g
2
v
= 62:61 (notice that g
s
decreased by about 9% at 
0
). In the calculation we x the quark mass, m
q









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































), is shown in Fig. 2 as a function of three-
momentum transfer, q. For high q, the strength is about 20% lower in the full calculation
(the solid and dot-dashed curves are for m
q
= 5 and 300 MeV, respectively) than for the
Hartree response with R
pE
= 1 (the dotted curve). For low q, the full calculation with
the constituent quark mass remains much lower than the Hartree result, while in case of
the light quark mass it gradually approaches the Hartree one. This dierence is caused
by that the eective nucleon mass for m
q




We comment on the transverse response (TR) from nuclear matter. In Ref. [8] it was
found that the in-medium modication of the nucleon magnetic form factor within QMC
is very small. Therefore, one would expect the total change in the TR caused by RRPA
correlations and the eect of the variation of the structure of the nucleon to be much
smaller than in the LR.
5. Summary
We have calculated the LR of nuclear matter using the QMC model. The reduction of
the -N coupling constant with density decreases the contribution of the RRPA, while the
modication of the proton EFF in medium reduces the LR considerably. The LR or the
Coulomb sum is reduced by about 20% in total, with RRPA correlations and the variation
of the in-medium nucleon structure contributing about fty-fty. It will be interesting to
extend this work to calculate both the LR and TR functions for nite nuclei, in order to
compare directly with the new experimental results which are anticipated soon [9].
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